
DOUBLE 
EXPOSURE 
Project Challenge



BIG CONCEPT
Create an image that utilizes the Double 

Exposure technique(s) that we have been 
practicing in class that “tells a story” to the 

audience through its combination of various 
imagery



YOU’RE THE 
DESIGNER 

In March of 2017, a movie 
company is re-launching a 
movie based off a 
television franchise that 
has been out for over 25 
years...



IMPORTANT BACKGROUND
INFORMATION

History

This franchise has extremely 
deep roots in pop culture and is 
geared towards children ages 
5-13.   Many of its fans have at 
some point seen the show and 
have a DEEP understanding for 
what it is all about.

Try, Try, Again...

This is also not the first time 
that this franchised has tried to 
test the MOTION PICTURE 
waters, as it has already 
released 2 major motion 
picture films with a relatively 
high approval rating from fans.





PROJECT 
CHALLENGE 

Create a mini-film poster, 
using the actors and actresses 
from the ORIGINAL cast of 
Mighty Morphin’ Power 
Rangers, that “visually” tells a 
story about what who and 
what the characters are all 
about. 



PROJECT REQUIREMENTS
Actor / Character

Your movie poster 
must have ONE of 
the original cast 
members depicted 
on it.

Technique

Your movie poster 
must show 
evidence of using 
the DOUBLE 
EXPOSURE 
TECHNIQUE

Appropriateness

The imagery and 
color schemes 
you select/use 
are appropriate 
for the purpose 
of this challenge

Craftsmanship / 
Effort

The final image 
shows a 
RESONABLE 
BEST EFFORT to 
create an image 
that fits the 
challenge.



WHAT DOES 
“REASONABLE BEST EFFORT” mean

There is an attempt  being made by you (the student) to deliver quality or 
high quality imagery in the following areas:

QUICK SELECTION TOOL : is as clean of a selection as possible

DOWNLOADABLE IMAGES : big enough resolution for individual pixels not 
showing

COLOR SCHEMES : are appropriate and make sense for the final image

BLENDING MODES : are used in a way that they only aid in the DOUBLE 
EXPOSURE EFFECT.


